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121 Marina Ocean Reef
Key Largo, Florida

By UpSpring PR

Developed by Blue Jay Capital, 121 Marina Ocean Reef has three levels of luxury

residences with over 9 foot ceilings and smart home technology features. Malcolm

Berg led the interior design for the project with indoor and outdoor entertaining

spaces including a gourmet contemporary kitchen designed with Italian cabinetry by
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MiaCucina, stone countertops, Sub- Zero and Wolf appliances and integrated

espresso/cappuccino maker, bar area with Sub-Zero wine cooler. Lounge areas and

expansive waterfront views from the spacious terraces range from 540–1,080+

square feet.

The luxury experience also expands into the master bathroom design featuring

double vanities, separate water closet with Toto toilet, a simple yet elegant Spoon 2

Freestanding Tub, by Aquatica Bath, a leading international bathroom brand, and

separate decadently spacious shower. The Spoon 2 tub has a contemporary and

upscale egg-shaped design with a solid and matte surface. Sculpted with a

generously spacious interior and low step in height for easy access, the Spoon 2 is

one of Aquatica’s bigger models, and can comfortably fit two bathers from even 6 feet

or taller.

UpSpring PR uploaded 121 Marina Ocean Reef through Add A Home.

Add your own project for the chance to be featured in Editor’s Picks.

Photo Courtesy of UpSpring PR

Photo Categories: bath room, ceramic tile floors, ceiling lighting, recessed lighting, enclosed showers, soaking tubs, freestanding
tubs, stone slab walls, stone counters, undermount sinks
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121 Marina Ocean Reef Bathroom featuring Aquatica Bath freestanding soaking tub
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121 Marina Ocean Reef outdoor dining area
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121 Marina Ocean Reef Exterior
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